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At FisherCast Global, we are committed to engineering cost-effective, innovative

manufacturing solutions for your small component production challenges using

our net shape, close tolerance molten metal casting technologies.

FisherCast produces millions of flash-free, net shape zinc and magnesium alloy

die cast components for hundreds of customers worldwide. Our unique high

speed, hot chamber die casting process outperforms conventional die casting

methods. Each precision tool we build closes to form a tight seal around the die

cavity, preventing molten alloy flash. Our zinc and magnesium die cast

components are ready-for-use with no post-processing required.

FisherCast’s proprietary Injected Metal Assembly™ (IMA) joining and assembly

process reduces multiple manufacturing steps to one single operation, cutting

cost, increasing productivity, and improving performance, integrity and quality.

Engineering 
the
best value

FisherCast’s manufacturing solutions are

used in the automotive, telecommunications,

electronics, industrial controls, appliance,

power tool and hardware industries.

Based on our 60 plus year history of innovation, you can count on:

» engineering support to help you realize a high value, yet cost-effective,

component or assembly solution

» cost savings of up to 70% or more compared to alternate production methods

» unbeatable part-to-part consistency over high production volumes

» proprietary tooling techniques such as through-hole gating and rotating cores

for solutions to complex geometry

» specialized component finishes for protection and aesthetic appeal

» perpetual tooling with a one-time tool charge for the life of your program.



FisherCast Global is a world leader in molten metal injection technologies, unique in its

ability to provide close tolerance, net shape die cast zinc and magnesium components, and

joining and assembly processes.  

Driven to innovate, our knowledge of high performance alloys and die casting processes,

and our engineering expertise provide our customers with the best small component value

possible… and a competitive advantage.

ACuZinc® for Premium Strength 

FisherCast assisted with the development of

high performance ACuZinc. This patented

zinc alloy is ideal for high-strength and 

high-wear structural applications. 

Perpetual Tooling

FisherCast’s quoted tool charge

provides added value. We take care of

die maintenance and die replacement

for the life of your program.

Surface Finishes

FisherCast’s range of finishes improve

component performance, including

FisherCote III, our proprietary corrosion

inhibitor which is hexavalent chromium-free.

High Strength Performance

We use only certified zinc alloys: 

ZAMAK 2, ZAMAK 3, ZAMAK 5, 

ZAMAK 7 and ACuZinc.

» up to 70% cost reduction on

conversions from other processes

» ideal properties for high strength

applications

» excellent, repeatable dimensional

characteristics

» impressive bearing and wear properties

» resistance to corrosion and other

damage

» high ductility for thin wall sections to

.040” (1 mm)

» flash-free, net shape close tolerance

capabilities to ± .001” (±0.025 mm)

Light Weight Performance

FisherCast’s flash-free, net shape

magnesium die cast components

provide a superior solution to

aluminum or plastic.

» part costs cut by as much as 50%

» highest strength-to-weight ratio of

structural metals

» significant weight reduction

» excellent and repeatable

dimensional stability

» high thermal properties

» inherent EMI/RFI shielding

» flash-free, net shape close

tolerances to ±.001” (±0.025 mm)

Simplifying the Complex

Fishercast’s proprietary joining and assembly

process, Injected Metal Assembly (IMA), reduces

multiple process manufacturing steps to one

single cost-effective operation. From two to six

components can be joined within milliseconds

using our zinc alloy technology and be

immediately ready-for-use.

» savings of up to 70% over crimping, press

fitting, staking, swaging, riveting, adhesive

bonding, soldering and welding

» high-strength mechanical lock

» close tolerances to ± .001” (± 0.025 mm)

» increased productivity that exceeds 1,000

assemblies per hour

» cost-effective solution for discs and shafts,

rotors and shafts, gears and shafts, magnets

and spindles, cable terminations and end fittings

Zinc Magnesium Injected Metal
Assembly (IMA)

Your Smal l  Component Advantage



At FisherCast Global, we offer the most

comprehensive application engineering

services of any die caster of small

components. This ensures that your

design gains maximum benefit from our

hot chamber die casting process and die

casting materials.

In fact, we want you to bring our

Application Engineers into your project

management team at the initial design

stage. Through our design service, we

combine our expertise with your design

and application requirements, cutting

development time and costs while

engineering the highest value component.

Modeling for Performance

Our engineers optimize your small

component design for function, castability

and economy using the latest flow

modeling software in conjunction with 

3-D CAD models. This process ensures

highest casting density and enables

casting of thin walls. 

FEA for Validation

We use Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to

simulate stresses, deflections and

temperatures for critical sections of the

casting or assembly, allowing you to fine

tune the design for optimum

performance.

Prototyping for Accuracy

Our prototyping services help achieve a

true representation of your component’s

mechanical function. Based on the

prototype objective, we can suggest the

most appropriate approach ranging from

machining alloy bar stock, to soft tooling

and pilot production tools.

Value-Added Design and Engineering 



Flash-free, net-shape, close tolerance, part-to-part consistency. This describes

FisherCast’s zinc and magnesium die cast components from the first to the

one millionth and beyond. This also ensures that you obtain cost-effective

components with maximum quality and performance.  

Our die casting process, tooling technology and

engineering services set us apart from other zinc and

magnesium die casting suppliers, and provide you with

better manufacturing solutions. FisherCast’s net shape zinc

alloy components require no secondary operations such as

trimming or deburring. Our net shape magnesium components are

replacing aluminum in many applications as they require no-post

processing. Cost is reduced, and weight is 33% less. Our magnesium

components are also replacing plastic in elevated temperature environments.

FisherCast’s Application Engineers can often find ways to consolidate multiple

parts into a single die casting, eliminating costly multiple production

processes. Even small changes can make a huge difference to performance

and cost. Fillets and radii, uniform wall sections, pockets of weight relief,

strengthening ribs, load distribution, improved metal flow, corner breaks and

chamfers can contribute to enhanced component value.

Learn about our cost-effective processes
FisherCast offers free value engineering workshops at your facility, tailored to

your specific application requirements. By understanding our innovative design

and casting techniques, and the properties of the alloys we use, your design

engineers and project management teams can gain maximum advantage from

FisherCast’s capabilities.

Our Capabi l i t ies Set Us Apart



FisherCast Global 
Quick Facts

» We can reduce your component manufacturing and assembly 

» Our zinc and magnesium die castings are flash-free, ready–to-

 use with no post-processing.

» Our net shape magnesium die castings have the highest  

strength-to-weight of structural materials.

» Our magnesium die cast components have the look, feel 

and near weight of plastic, but the strength of aluminum.

» Our magnesium die cast components are being used in 

high temperature conditions where plastic can creep. 

» Customers are cutting production costs significantly by   

converting from aluminum to magnesium.

» Magnesium is 33% lighter than aluminum and 73% lighter 

than steel or zinc.

» Both zinc and magnesium have inherent EMI shielding.

» Both magnesium and zinc inhibit noise and vibration.

» We can consolidate multiple components into a single die casting.

» Our tooling is so precise that the first casting has the same 

part-to-part consistency as the one millionth.

» We cast close tolerance, complex gears at a fraction of the 

    cost of milling and hobbing.

» We cast so “flat” that two mating surfaces form a seal.

» We cast holes that can be directly tapped up to 85% full   

thread without drilling.

» We use zinc alloy as “glue” to instantly join parts together.

» Our IMA process replaces multiple component assembly 

steps with a single operation.

» Cable terminations cast with our IMA process are so strong 

that the cable breaks before the fitting separates.

» Our proprietary through-hole gating technique ensures uniform 

alloy flow for the most complex details. 

» A rotating core in a tool casts close tolerance internal threads.

» Class 2A tolerance external threads are cast in seconds.

» Our six-sided tooling can form features on all sides of a component.

» We consistently die cast zinc and magnesium to ± .001” (±0.025 mm).

Did you know that:

costs by 70% and more.



Contact us today to arrange for your free, in-house value engineering

workshop. Ask for our Design Guide for Zinc and Magnesium Die

Casting and for Component Joining and Assembly as well as

FisherCast Global’s Materials Composition and Properties Chart.
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